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Traditional approximation of the Fock operator in the Hartree-Fock equation is based
on rigorous analytical precomputation of the two-electron convolution integrals in R3 in
a naturally separable Gaussian orbital basis.

We discuss the novel tensor-structured methods for the grid-based numerical solution
of the Hartree-Fock equation [3], which can be used as well in other quantum chemistry
simulations. These methods include efficient algorithms for the separable representa-
tion and calculation of the discretized functions and integral operators in R3 using the
canonical, Tucker and mixed tensor formats. The core of our “black-box” solver is the
rank-structured computation of the Laplace, nuclear potential, nonlinear Hartree and
the (nonlocal) exchange parts of the Fock operator in R3, discretized on a sequence of
n × n × n Cartesian grids [1, 2, 4]. The arising 3D and 6D convolution integrals are
replaced by 1D algebraic operations implemented with O(n log n) complexity. The ro-
bust rank reduction algorithm [1] based on the reduced higher order SVD (RHOSVD)
enables usage of fine Cartesian grids, yielding high resolution in tensor calculations
which allows arbitrary location of atoms in a molecule as in the conventional mesh-free
analytical-based solution of the Hartree-Fock equation.

Our approach provides an incredible advantage of giving a choice to use the generic
set of basis functions, including even simple combinations of Slater-type and local fi-
nite element basis functions [4]. The numerical examples for moderate size volumetric
molecules show that our tensor-structured solver for the Hartree-Fock equation ensures
the quaranteed accuracy.
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